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Abstract. In this paper, experimental realisation of synchronisation of strange nonchaotic attractor in
unidirectionally coupled Wien-bridge oscillator is presented. Preliminary work of chaotic and strange nonchaotic
dynamics with diode as the nonlinear element is published in J. Nonlinear Dyn. 2015, 1 (2015). In this work,
two Wien-bridge oscillators are coupled at the aperiodic dynamics for application in secure communication.
The dynamics of the coupled system is explored by experimental and numerical studies. Employing the simple
communication masking method with aperiodic dynamics offers some advantages rather than using chaotic
attractors, i.e., the range of control parameter value is smaller than the range for which the system exhibits chaotic
behaviour. The performance of the system is evaluated and it is found that experimental result agrees with numerical
results.
Keywords. Nonautonomous Wien-bridge oscillator; strange nonchaotic attractor; unidirectional coupling;
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1. Introduction
Synchronisation is a universal phenomenon that occurs
in natural systems and nonlinear science. The unique
feature of the coupled system has permanently remained
an intensive research topic and it still remains one of the
basic nonlinear phenomena studied by the researchers
and scientific communities working in the field of synchronisation and secure communication [1–11]. The
synchronisation of two dynamical systems is generally that one system (drive) traces or adjusts to some
common relation of another (response) system. The
synchronisation phenomenon between two weekly coupled pendulum clocks was first discovered by Huygens
[12]. Later on, chaos synchronisation theory began
from the pioneering work of Fujisaka and Yamada
[13] and Pecora and Carroll [3]. Since then, chaotic
synchronisation has been extensively studied due to
their potential applications in different fields such as
science and engineering. Chaos-based secure communication has become an interesting topic in recent years
[5–14]. In the existing literature, many chaos-based synchronisation schemes [1,5,8–11] have been proposed

using various kinds of nonlinear oscillators and some
are implemented in real-time experimental circuit [8–
11]. However, the experimental investigation of strange
nonchaotic attractor (SNA)-based secure communication remains lagging in the literature. SNAs, which are
observed in quasiperiodically forced system, are fractal
in nature, geometrically strange but the largest Lyapunov exponent is negative, and hence the dynamics
is not chaotic [15–21].
This paper shed light in understanding SNA-based
secure communication in unidirectionally coupled
Wien-bridge oscillators. In the preliminary work [20,
21], we made a meticulous study on the dynamics of
chaos and SNAs in Wien-bridge oscillator driven by
quasiperiodic force in which nonlinearity is provided
by a single diode. Various measures used for confirming
the behaviour of SNAs from chaotic attractor is reported
in detail along with experimental implementation. The
present investigation is devoted to study SNA behaviour
or aperiodic motion in both oscillators that can be used
for secure communication.
Though the theoretical demonstration of the usage
of SNA for secure communication of analog signals
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Figure 1. (a) Nonautonomous Wien-bridge oscillator with R1 = R2 = 3.3 k, Ri = 3 k, C1 = C2 = 68 nF and (b) the
characteristic curve of a diode.

was shown by Ramakrishna Ramaswamy [14], we have
constructed the actual experimental circuit to show the
usage of strange nonchaotic signals for secure communication of digital information signals.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental part of single system
with its basic property. Section 3 deals with the modelling of two independent and identical circuits using
electronic circuits along with mathematical model. The
experimental results are captured which show a good
agreement with numerical simulation results. The wired
aperiodic based secure communication scheme for signal masking has been revealed based on the proposed
model in §4. Finally, in §5 conclusion is presented.
2. System description and dynamics of single
system
The modified nonautonomous Wien-bridge oscillator
which is driven by quasiperiodic force with diode as
a nonlinear element as stated in [21] is constructed as
shown in figure 1a and its characteristic curve is shown
in figure 1b. The circuit is constructed using off-theshelf components such as op-amp (µA741), two RC
combinations, series and parallel, two resistors and one
single diode (1N4148) which is connected with force.
This circuit explores various complex dynamics including strange nonchaotic and chaotic behaviours. The state
equation of this circuit is obtained by applying Kirchoff’s laws in the circuit in figure 1. The rescaled
governing equation of the dynamical system is in the
form of two first-order differential equations which is
as follows:
ẋ1 = (k − 2)x1 − x2 − G(y),
ẋ2 = (k − 1)x1 − x2 ,

(1)

where G(y) = 0.5 b(|y − 1| + y − 1) with b = 32 and
y = (x1 − ( f 1 sin ω1 t + f 2 sin ω2 t)).
In the system of the Wien-bridge oscillator, G(y) is
the nonlinear function of the diode. f 1 and f 2 are the
amplitudes of the external forces and ω1 and ω2 as frequencies. By adding one periodic force to the oscillator
for appropriate experimental values at f 1 = 0.5 and
ω1 = 4.3, quasiperiodic motion or torus is observed.
Further, by increasing the value chaotic attractor is
revealed. Consequently, by adding second additional
force to the system, strange nonchaotic attractor is studied. The external periodic forces are fixed such
√that their
ratios are irrational, i.e. ω1 = 4.3 and ω2 = ( 5+1)/2.
The amplitude of the quasiperiodic forces are set at
f 1 = 1.8 and f 2 = 1.55 respectively. The dynamics of the system exhibit strange nonchaotic attractors
with these fixed parameters. The dynamics have been
experimentally observed with circuit implementation
and verified with the numerical simulation methods such
as through phase diagram, maximal Lyapunov exponent,
binary test namely ‘0-1 test’, log–log plot and autocorrelation which are reported in detail in [21]. We have
shown the characteristics using Lyapunov exponent (figure 2), which indicate the presence of SNA in the system.

3. Dynamics of the two coupled system
Two similar oscillators are constructed with equal parametric values by using the same components, though in
experimental circuit slight difference in the parameter
may occur. Both the drive (D) and the response system (R) are connected unidirectionally through a buffer
as shown in figure 3. Now, the normalised differential
equation for the coupled oscillators is written as follows:
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Figure 2. Plot of variation of maximal Lyapunov exponent with the amplitude f 2 .

Figure 3. Synchronisation of coupled nonautonomous Wien-bridge oscillators.

Drive:
ẋ1 = (k − 2)x1 − x2 − G(y),
ẋ2 = (k − 1)x1 − x2 .

(2)

Response:
ẋ1 = (k − 2)x1 − x2 − G(y) + ε(x1 − x1 ),
ẋ2 = (k − 1)x1 − x2 .

(3)

The term G(y) = G(y  ) is obviously the same as
given in §2. The parameter mismatch between the drive
and the response system prevents them from synchronisation, even though the parameters of both correspond
to SNA dynamics. If there is a phase mismatch, synchronisation does not occur. In order to obtain complete
synchronisation, the two systems are unidirectionally
coupled. The coupling coefficient ε is presented in the
response system to follow the motion of the drive and it
is varied from zero to 1.00. For ε = 0, the unsynchronised state is captured as shown in figure 4. Further, by
increasing the value to ε = 0.99, synchronised state is
achieved as shown in figure 5 along with the numerical
result.

Figure 4. Unsynchronised state of two coupled Wien-bridge
oscillators (x vs. x  ).

4. Methodology to transmit in a secured way
This section verifies the model for the study of SNA
communication in the unidirectionally coupled Wienbridge oscillators. Because of potential usefulness in
communication to hide the message and to transmit in
a secure way, this kind of noise-like signal plays a vital
role in this field and so it has attracted considerable interest [1–14]. When comparing with those methods using
chaos, SNA signals can also be used as carrier signals
that make them ideal for better application. This method
utilises the inherent advantages of SNA such as: it is
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Figure 5. Complete synchronisation. (a) Experimental output and (b) numerical result.

Figure 6. The process of encryption and decryption of the
message signal.

robust, it is fractal in nature, it has small or negative Lyapunov exponents, its dynamics is intrinsically aperiodic
and its properties are unpredictable and so SNA signals
can be used for secure transmission of information signal. An eavesdropper finds it challenging to identify the
narrow parameter region to encrypt the message signal.
In the present work, the complete synchronisation of
two coupled oscillators has been revealed. The signal
produced by the drive system x(t) is added with analog message signal I (t) and then the masked signal will
be in the form of m(t) = x(t) + I (t), which is transmitted to the response system or to the receiver (x  (t)).
The complete synchronisation between the drive and the

Figure 7. Time series plot of (a) SNA signal, (b) information (square wave signal), (c) encrypted information and (d) decrypted
information. (i) Experimental plot and (ii) numerical plot.
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Table 1. The drive and the response system under synchronised state for the information provided.
Serial

Time series signal

Description

System

Green – SNA from system I

Drive

Yellow – SNA from system II

Response

Green – SNA from system I

Drive

Yellow – Information signal chosen from square wave pulse generator

Drive

Green – Modulated information signal

Drive

Yellow – demodulated complicate signal received at the receiver

Response

a

b

c

Table 2. Summary of the nature of the retrieved information signal from the response system
for varying coupling parameters.
Serial Value of coupling Time series signal of retrieved information
parameter
obtained from the drive system

Observation

a

ε = 0.1

Unsynchronised

b

ε = 0.6

Unsynchronised

c

ε = 0.75

Unsynchronised

d

ε = 0.99

Synchronised

response is more important for recovering the message
signal I (t) at the receiver end. The message signal I (t)
is recuperated by subtracting the masking signal from
the receiver. The practicability of the above scheme is
demonstrated using the SNA signal in the system eqs
(2)–(3) and the results are confirmed through experimental and numerical simulations. The methodology
adopted for this model is displayed in the form of flow
chart in figure 6. The corresponding results are shown in
figure 7. The information or message signal I (t) (square
wave) is communicated and retrieved successfully in the
model.

4.1 Importance of synchronisation in coupled systems
To show the efficiency of the model and synchronisation
property in the coupled systems, here we have compared and showed the behaviour of the drive and the
response system in the addition of the message signal.
Also the effect and role of coupling parameter ε in recovering the signal from the receiver end is shown with
experimentally captured time series signals in tables 1
and 2.
The two coupled oscillators respond to the varying coupling parameter ε in table 2, which shows that
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the system remains unsynchronised for a large scale
of ε whereas it attains the synchronised state when
ε approaches unity. This coupling parameter helps to
enhance the quality of the retrieved information signal
in the coupled nonlinear oscillators.
5. Conclusion
The synchronisation of two coupled Wien-bridge oscillators through one-way coupling is demonstrated and
tested. As the design of the system is simple and
the system possesses SNA dynamics for a particular small range of control parameter values, it can be
used for secure communication in an efficient way. The
information is sent from the transmitter system and
safely retrieved through the process of modulation and
demodulation of the signal under SNAs dynamics. The
possibility of high security of the modulated signal during the transmission has been achieved because SNA
signals are robust to noise. These signals are found
only in a narrow range of amplitudes of the excitation
force, due to which an eavesdropper finds it challenging to hack the original message. The prediction of
the dynamics of SNA attractor is not a trivial task
because of their aperiodic property which is similar to
that of chaotic attractor. The performance of the aperiodic dynamics in the secure communication is explored
experimentally and numerically with communication
masking technique. This may make the quasiperiodically driven systems for various applications in future
for the synchronisation of a large number of dynamical
systems. Any kind of information can be transmitted
through this communication scheme with high confidentiality.
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